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Generating credible answers to key policy questions is crucial but difficult in most coupled human and natural
systems because complex feedback mechanisms can confound identification of the causal mechanisms
behind observed phenomena. By using explicit research designs intended to isolate the causal effects of
specific interventions on community monitoring of common property resources, and on the well-being of
those resources and their human neighbors, the papers in this Special Feature offer an important advance in
empirical sustainability science research. Like earlier advances in my own field of development economics,
however, they suffer some avoidable interpretive and ethical errors. This essay celebrates the powerful
potential of design-based sustainability science studies, much of it admirably reflected in this set of papers,
while simultaneously flagging opportunities to improve future work in this tradition.
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An exciting feature of sustainability science is its focus
on problems that transcend disciplines, compelling
scholars to integrate natural and social sciences. How-
ever, the study of closely coupled human and natural
systems poses a formidable empirical challenge. We
must disentangle multiple plausible causal mechanisms
behind the natural and social phenomena we observe
and separate true causal effects from spurious correla-
tions generated by unobserved, confounding variable(s).
For example, when we observe deforestation coincident
with increased diffusion of inorganic fertilizer and im-
proved seeds among smallholder farmers, it could be
that deforestation was caused by farmers clearing land
for crop agriculture made more profitable by improved
agricultural inputs. It is also plausible that both phenom-
ena could be driven by changingmarket, soil, or weather
conditions. Increased uptake of modern agricultural
inputs might even be attenuating what would otherwise
be evenmore rapid deforestation driven by rising human
population density. Designing appropriate policy to
advance the Sustainable Development Goals requires
sorting among those candidate mechanisms. We must
offer statistically sound answers to policy-oriented ques-
tions concerning whether technological, sociocultural,
policy, market, institutional, and/or other interventions
work, why or why not, and under what conditions.

Generating credible inferences to answer those
key policy questions is difficult in complex systems.
The sustainability scientist in the field cannot replicate
laboratory conditions where she can both directly
manufacture variation in the intervention (“treatment”)
variable of interest and reliably limit confounding vari-
ation in outcomes arising due to unobserved variation
in other features of the human or natural environment.
Closely coupled systems routinely contaminate obser-
vational (i.e., nonexperimental) data with statistical
endogeneity, which occurs when explanatory variables
covary with both the dependent variable and some
omitted variable or with the dependent variable due
to reverse causality (simultaneity). Returning to the ex-
ample of deforestation amid smallholder agriculture,
both farming and forest clearing behavior might vary
in response to some other change—for example, open-
ing a road or a nearby factory—or forest loss might
induce change in farmers’ agricultural input choices.

Endogeneity biases inferences about policy-relevant
parameters. The severity of that bias depends, in large
measure, on the researcher’s ability to control for pro-
spective confounders, and on the veracity of the model
fit to the data. Rigorous deductive or inductive models
that explain how and why variation in one human or
natural feature changes outcomes take us quite far in
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understanding complex systems, as manifest in pathbreaking
sustainability science contributions by giants like Ken Arrow, Bill
Clark, Partha Dasgupta, PamMatson, and LinOstrom, among others.
But there remains the haunting suspicion that subtle-but-strong
endogeneity might induce mistaken inferences.

Sustainability science is not the only problem-oriented field
that has faced the challenge of causal inference in the presence
of endogeneity. For example, the agricultural and health sciences
have long had to identify which new technologies—fertilizers,
pharmaceuticals, seeds, vaccines, etc.—generate demonstrable
improvements under real-world conditions. Starting more than a
century ago with William Gossett’s agronomic trials in Ireland, and
then Ronald Fisher’s trials in England, those problem-oriented
research communities gradually embraced design-based research
(DBR) methods. The best-known DBR method is the randomized
controlled trial (RCT), in which the treatment variable is directly
manipulated by the researcher. DBR focuses less on constructing
models of complex systems and more on constructing study de-
signs that can isolate and quantify the causal effect of one variable
on another. In other words, DBR methods focus on eliminating
rival explanations for the patterns observed in data so that one can
more confidently interpret about interpreting observed correla-
tions as reflecting causal relationships. Causal interpretations are
possible even without a well-developed, model-based theory of
why a causal effect may exist. For example, aspirin and urea were
found efficacious via DBR before scientists could pin down the
mechanisms that caused the observed effects.

DBR contrasts with model-based research (MBR), which focuses
less on credible causal inference and more on constructing coher-
ent, compelling models of key mechanisms that regulate the sys-
tem under study; that is, MBR aims to explain the data-generating
process of an outcome variable like deforestation. To oversimplify
only slightly, DBR aims to estimate “the effects of a cause,”whereas
MBR aims to identify themechanisms that are “causes of an effect.”

Sustainability science needs both DBR and MBR. When DBR’s
demanding underlying assumptions are satisfied (briefly described
below), DBR can generate credible statistical inferences about
whether the designed variation caused change in the outcome(s)
of interest. WhenMBR’s assumptions are satisfied (often involving a
combination of assumptions about stochasticity, functional forms,
and model constraints), MBR can explain why a causal effect arose
and what would have happened had conditions been different.

Over the past quarter-century or so, the international develop-
ment community and many public and private organizations have
adopted DBR, especially the RCT, as a powerful approach for
evaluating the impact of specific policy, practice, or product in-
terventions. It is no surprise that sustainability science is starting
down the same path.

By learning from both the successes and errors of prior efforts
to incorporate DBR, sustainability science can perhaps accelerate
useful discovery. The papers assembled in this Special Feature
represent an important advance in empirical sustainability science
research (1–8). They also, however, repeat some avoidable errors
made by prior travelers down this path. This essay attempts both
to articulate the powerful potential of DBR in sustainability sci-
ence, much of it reflected in the papers of this Special Feature,
and to flag opportunities to improve future work in this tradition.

Design-Based Empirical Research
This Special Feature reports findings from a set of studies about
a specific institutional mechanism—community monitoring—
hypothesized to improve common pool resources (CPR) management.

As a collection, these papers offer a terrific lens for understanding
the possibilities and limits of DBR in sustainability science. In this
section, I focus on the value of DBR as a complement to MBR in
sustainability science. The next section highlights key insights from
the collection in this Special Feature. I do not review the individual
papers, already ably summarized in the metaanalysis paper (8).
The subsequent two sections explain shortcomings common to
this collection of papers, and to much of the earlier development
economics RCT literature, so as to help inform emergent DBR in
sustainability science.

The power of RCTs arises from the researcher purposefully
manufacturing variation in a key explanatory variable. By design,
we know that this variation is caused by observed forces external
to the system under study. Variation in the explanatory variable
of interest is therefore exogenous and not subject to statistical
endogeneity concerns that pervade observational data.

This innovation matters in sustainability science because exo-
geneity is especially valuable in the presence of feedback among
subsystems. Feedback poses inferential challenges by increasing
the risk of statistical endogeneity. Farmers’ responses to changing
tree cover and its impacts on soils, pollinators, microclimate, etc.
is one example of such feedback. The RCT allows researchers to
manage this feedback, obviating endogeneity concerns through a
known research design that generates exogenous variation in the
key explanatory variable.

DBR more broadly relies on this same exogeneity assumption;
the RCT is not the only DBR method. DBR requires neither direct
experimenter manipulation of the explanatory variable nor random-
ization of treatment. Instead, a researcher can exploit other forces
(e.g., rainfall, an unexpected policy change) that manufacture known,
exogenous variation in a key variable. DBR only requires that the
researcher know, and be able to credibly control for, the forces
driving variation in the explanatory variables of interest and be able
to control for systematic differences in prospective confounders—
that is, achieve statistical “balance”—across subsamples. With that
knowledge and control, the researcher can develop a credible
counterfactual to true observations from which she can credibly
infer the causal effects of variation in the plausibly exogenous
explanatory variable(s).

Randomized researcher-directed interventions, like the ones
used in the Special Feature studies, are a simple way to know the
source of variation in the treatment variable and achieve statistical
balance. But researchers can also control for endogeneity con-
cerns by using rule-based designs (e.g., observable, exogenous,
enforced eligibility criteria for a new program) or natural criteria
(e.g., a river or temperature) that affect variation in a treatment
variable. For example, a researcher can work with a nongov-
ernmental organization (NGO) to identify the precise criteria that
the NGO employs to recruit participants into a program, and then
control for the resulting, nonrandom “selection effects” using
observations of variables that fully describe those participation
criteria (9). This option matters because some operational agencies
reasonably object to randomization in program implementation, for
ethical or political or targeting reasons (8). With careful attention to
how an intervention is designed and implemented, DBR remains
feasible beyond the restricted range of partners willing to turn over
participant recruitment or intervention design to a research team
running an RCT.

Despite the potential contributions of DBR, MBR will always be
an essential complement (10). In many important contexts, ex-
perimentation or quasi-experimental methods are infeasible or
unethical (e.g., understanding the likely impacts of sea level rise or
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the introduction of a novel virus or an invasive species). Even where
DBR is feasible and ethical, all causal inference fundamentally
depends on theory and associated assumptions, whether implicit
or explicit, necessarily imposed to make the empirical research
tractable (11–16), as I explain in DBR Interpretation and the Need
for Nuanced and Humble Inference. MBR methods are also essential
to understanding why causal effects arise in DBR studies.

DBR Contributions in This Special Feature
The best feature of this set of papers is their metastructure. The
researchers undertook a courageous, coordinated effort at design-
based replication of tests of a pair of key hypotheses. These hy-
potheses follow directly from well-developed theory and a wealth
of prior observational studies about sustainable and equitable
governance of CPRs. Strong, prior MBR laid a solid foundation to
hypothesize both that community monitoring is a key feature of
effective CPR management and that imposing institutions from
outside might prove ineffective (17–29). The team designed a set of
replicated interventions wherein outsiders tried to encourage
community monitoring of CPRs rather than waiting for select
communities to pursue community monitoring endogenously. The
core design involved harmonized interventions across 747 com-
munities in six different sites—in Brazil, China, Costa Rica, Liberia,
Peru, and Uganda—spanning not only four continents but also
distinct CPR challenges: stemming deforestation, groundwater
overuse, or surface water pollution.

The interventions were reasonably standardized across sites.
Each convened a community workshop to explain the interven-
tion, the CPRmanagement challenge, the state of the CPR of local
interest, and monitoring methods. Then a group of individual
monitors satisfying prespecified criteria were selected, trained,
and, in most cases, provided with some new technology: a water
level sensor, a smartphone app that reports remotely sensed
measures of deforestation, etc. Monitors were compensated to
report the CPR state regularly over the course of at least one year,
and the reported information was shared with the community and
with a relevant (typically government) CPR oversight body. The
objective was to see whether outside intervention could induce
increased community CPR monitoring and measurable improve-
ments in resource state. The variation in contexts, CPRs, and the
specific interventions is a feature, not a bug. It ensures the met-
astructure offers a reasonable test of the core hypotheses: Can
outsiders effectively induce increased community monitoring, and
do such interventions improve the observed state of CPRs and the
well-being of households in the treated communities?

In my own field of development economics, this work most
reminds me of the seminal six-country, coordinated RCT-based
study of so-called “graduation” programs (30). Those programs
involved multifaceted interventions intended to stimulate self-
reinforcing economic advance among the ultrapoor. The programs
generated important research discoveries and have proved hugely
influential among donor agencies, governments, and NGOs in the
Global South.

The studies in this Special Feature nicely demonstrate three
key advantages that DBR offers sustainability science. First, the
entire design builds on prior theory and observational empirical
evidence, complementing rather than competing with MBR. The
authors motivate their DBR by observing that prior MBR findings
may be vulnerable to endogeneity concerns and that previous,
single-shot, DBR findings may not prove externally valid. This set
of studies nicely models sequential learning, in which we learn
incrementally from each new data point, somemodel based, others

design based, even if they do not each have equal likelihood of
reflecting the truth unbiasedly.

By building on MBR studies, the DBR in the Special Feature is
an advance on early DBR in development economics. One of the
greatest missed opportunities of development economics’ RCT
revolution was that many so-called “randomistas” ignored or
dismissed findings from prior MBR studies simply because they
were not design based. In reading such published RCT-based
papers, one sometimes had the sense that the researcher’s ob-
jective was less to advance collective, cumulative understanding
around a real-world problem than to assert individual or small-
group intellectual dominance. DBR-MBR competition is counter-
productive. Whichever precedes the other—DBR before MBR in
the case of early aspirin or fertilizer research, MBR before DBR in
modern sustainability science—they complement one another to
accelerate understanding. The team of scholars in this Special
Feature charted an admirable path different from that in devel-
opment economics. I pray the sustainability science community
will follow their stellar example.

Second, discerning readers should not accept a single set of
results as the final word on any empirical question. Lasting scientific
discovery comes through replication, from uncovering empirical
regularities through repeated study. This research team built in
harmonized replication from the outset. Bravo! The scale of the
replication increases the likelihood that the researchers uncovered
some generalizable patterns. Notwithstanding my cautions about
their contestable interpretation of some of their own findings—
which I discuss in the next section—their bottom-line results are
convincing: Outsiders can stimulate increased community moni-
toring, and, on average, such interventions measurably improve the
state of the CPR. These findings validate prior theory and obser-
vational evidence (i.e., MBR) hypothesizing that community moni-
toring will improve the state of CPR, while MBR concerns that
external agents cannot intervene to help boost CPR management
and improve outcomes appear incorrect. Those are important
lessons well learned.

Third, because research designs based on direct intervention—
rather than on natural experiments—are complicated, such schol-
arship almost always requires collaboration by teams that encom-
pass diverse disciplinary skills and actively engage with subject
communities. Researchers cannot help but learn from others on the
team—especially in multidisciplinary projects like this one—and
from resource community members, especially when compared to
distant, disciplinary use of secondary data.

The interdisciplinary teams that carried out these studies ex-
emplify this model. The integration of interdisciplinary and qual-
itative learning to help inform the design, implementation, and
interpretation of a study’s quantitative design findings adds con-
siderable value, fosters faster midstudy correctives, and builds in a
natural audience for research findings. One of my field’s preem-
inent design-based researchers, Nobel laureate Michael Kremer,
emphasizes that “in addition to isolating causal impact, field ex-
periments have four other key features”: (ref. 31, p. 1975), They 1)
provide a richer sense of context, 2) address very specific, prac-
tical problems, 3) foster collaboration, and 4) promote iterative
study over single-shot investigation. This set of studies exem-
plifies these important virtues.

The DBR nicely modeled in this Special Feature offers a step
forward for sustainability science. But it is not a step without some
stumbles. As other sustainability science scholars embark down
this path, they can learn not only from these many admirable
features but also from the stumbles to which we now turn.
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DBR Interpretation and the Need for Nuanced and
Humble Inference
Careful researchers guard against overstepping the support of
their data and methods and recognize that all statistical inference
relies on untestable assumptions, DBR no less than MBR (11, 14). I
raise this caution because, in development economics, the me-
chanical task of randomization induced much overconfidence in
inferences based on RCT results. Avoidable errors of interpreta-
tion are perhaps inevitable early in the practice of new methods.
After years of thoughtful critique by scholars like Michael Carter,
Nancy Cartwright, Angus Deaton, Lant Pritchett, Martin Ravallion,
and others, development economists have gradually embraced
more nuanced inference, recognizing and acknowledging RCTs’
limits even while celebrating the considerable value DBR adds.
Hopefully, sustainability science can learn at a faster rate by ab-
sorbing some lessons learned in other fields.

In what follows, I focus on RCTs as a specific DBR method, the
one employed by the studies in this Special Feature. The twofold
purpose of an RCT is to 1) manufacture exogenous variation
through random assignment of some intervention to 2) a treat-
ment subsample that is intended to be otherwise identical to the
control subsample. Accurate interpretation of the subsequent
findings requires that researcher and readers ask themselves,
“What is under the experimenter’s control, and what is not?”

Implementing a watertight design that manufactures exoge-
nous variation in the otherwise typically endogenous explanatory
variable of interest—like community monitoring—is a difficult
task. Indeed, for reasons I explain below,manufacturing exogenous
variation is especially challenging for information-based interven-
tions of the sort that the studies in this Special Feature employ.

It is likewise difficult to ensure that treatment and control
groups are otherwise identical. As explained below, true balance
between control and treatment is especially unlikely in natural
systems subject to frequent, major political, weather, and other
shocks, the sorts of places where much sustainability science field
research focuses.

Therefore, although full researcher control over both inter-
vention and all prospective confounders is desirable and feasible,
it cannot be taken for granted. Having myself fielded several DBR
studies—some successful, others less so—my experience is that
adequate control is more difficult and more rare than some RCT
enthusiasts admit. Hence the need for caution and nuance in in-
terpretation and for humility in acknowledging that DBR can fall
prey to the same endogeneity problems that so often bedevil
observational studies.

When researchers and readers lose track of what was and was
not under the experimenter’s control, they often make statistically
indefensible, logical leaps. In seeking an elusive gold standard, the
superficial glitter of randomization prompts them to grasp some-
thingmore like fool’s gold: empirical results that suffer biases similar
to those in observational data. A raft of papers enumerate these
issues in detail, going into greater depth and discussing problems,
like Hawthorne or John Henry effects, that I ignore here due to
space constraints (11–16, 32–37). In the interests of brevity, I em-
phasize just four points that seem especially salient to sustainability
science and to the studies in this Special Feature.

The first concern is a well-known caution that bears repeating:
Randomization’s appeal is its asymptotic balance property. As a
sample randomly assigned to treatment or control subsamples
grows infinitely large, control and treatment groups converge
toward mean balance on all potentially confounding attributes.
But balance almost surely does not hold in any finite sample.

Hence the good practice followed by the Special Feature studies
of inclusion of baseline controls, often including lagged values of
the dependent variable, to move the analysis closer to that elusive,
asymptotic standard and thereby improve inference (38, 39). But
the experimenter can only check and control for the prospective
confounders that she measures. Statistical tests of differences be-
tween control and treatment groups are valid only conditional on
the veracity of the maintained, untestable hypothesis that the ran-
domized groups are balanced on all confounding unobservables as
well. The plausibility of that assumption increases with sample size
and the scope of plausible confounding variables the study mea-
sures. Small RCTs with limited measured covariates are especially
vulnerable to imbalance on confounding unobservables.

The well-known problems of balance on observables between
control and treatment groups at baseline—that is, ex ante to
intervention—have an analog, less-recognized problem of ex post
imbalance in exposure to stochastic events. Development econ-
omists have recognized that covariate random shocks like tropical
storms, heat waves, or localized droughts can compromise the
external validity of even internally valid RCTs (39). But the problem
runs deeper because shocks are unlikely to hit each arm of an ex-
periment identically even if they face similar ex ante risk of shock.
What initially appears like a well-implemented, fully-balanced-at-
baseline RCT gets compromised if, for example, unobserved hy-
drological features of sites leave them differentially vulnerable to
surface water contamination from sources unrelated to the experi-
ment (e.g., fires or industrial accidents upstream) or if some sites’
topography or proximity to the coast leaves them more vulnerable
to tropical cyclone damage to forests. Put differently, nature often
reintroduces, ex post of assignment, the imbalance that randomi-
zation tried to remove at baseline. Oddly, the “radical skepticism of
observational research”—the instinct to believe that observational
data are plagued by endogeneity problems even when the skeptic
cannot pinpoint the mechanism giving rise to those problems
(40)—is not matched by comparable skepticism of the absence of
unbalanced stochasticity in an increasingly shock-prone world. Like
others, I favor uniform skepticism and steady updating of prior
beliefs based on theory and evidence of all sorts, recognizing that
study findings are not equally credible, but they are all vulnerable,
even those based on DBR (11–16, 32–37, 40). Balance on unob-
served confounders is essential in design-based studies, but it is
rarely fully under researcher control, especially because imbalance
can arise after assignment.

My second caution relates to essential or structural heteroge-
neity (11–16, 32–37). Intent-to-treat (ITT) effect estimates are un-
biased representations only of differences in subsample mean
effects of the intervention administered by the experimenter, that
is, the intended treatment. But an unbiased ITT estimate is a
sample-specific, data-weighted average that often masks variability
conditional on a range of observable and unobservable attributes.
Consider an RCT that randomly assigns farmers to receive im-
proved seed and fertilizer, then tests for differences in forest
clearing. The ITT estimate necessarily blends the effects among
farmers living on treeless landscapes with those neighboring for-
ests. The effects of treatment almost surely differ among those two
structurally different subgroups. If agricultural extension agents or
forest conservation authorities would deal with the two types of
farmers differently, then the ITT is not very useful, even if it offers an
unbiased estimate of the population-scale effect. Theory and prior
evidence—that is, MBR—can be especially useful in helping isolate
attributes—like proximity to forest—to use in stratified randomiza-
tion to accommodate structural heterogeneity. But that requires a
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larger sample, and thus greater cost and complexity of imple-
mentation, in order to ensure adequate within-stratum statistical
power to detect effects of contextually meaningful magnitude.
Most studies, including those in this Special Feature, do not include
multiple structural strata. But then we struggle to provide con-
vincing ex post tests of heterogeneity using baseline covariates.

The three deforestation studies in this Special Feature nicely
illustrate the problem of structural heterogeneity. The Peru study
finds large average, albeit imprecisely estimated, reductions in
deforestation induced by the intervention, with considerable
within-sample heterogeneity and no significant spatial spillovers
(7). By contrast, the Liberia and Uganda studies (3, 5) find no dif-
ference in forest loss. Indeed, in Uganda, deforestation increased
in unmonitored areas of treatment communities, more than off-
setting themodest reduction in forest loss in monitored areas. The
Uganda findings demonstrate the real risk of spatial displacement:
Without discouraging forest use generally, spatially restricted moni-
toring (or sanctioning) may merely reallocate harmful activities across
space. Meanwhile, the Liberia results underscore that insufficient
CPR monitoring might not be the causal factor behind deforesta-
tion in all contexts. These are interesting and important results.

Metaanalysis can only partly resolve the heterogeneity challenge.
The summary paper of this Special Feature claims that, by pooling
data across sites to boost statistical power, metaanalysis finds that
the interventions, on average, reduced CPR use, as measured in
standardized effect sizes (8). Perhaps. Without delving into techni-
cal details, while metaanalysis is a valuable tool, it is also complex,
yielding results that are often quite sensitive to analysts’ technical
choices, many of which necessarily require untestable assumptions
(41). The central tendency reported in the summary paper seems
supported at least as well by the more qualitative evidence repor-
ted in individual papers as by the statistical metaanalysis. But surely
the headline result is the heterogeneous effects of these interven-
tions on CPR state, not a (contestable) finding of a meanmetaeffect
in a metasample that is exceptionally heterogeneous.

The concern for sustainability scientists is that the more struc-
turally heterogeneous the sample, the less likely that reported
mean effects reflect conditions in any one location. That funda-
mentally limits how much we can learn from DBR alone, even from
impressive, elaborate, multisite efforts.

Structural heterogeneity bedevils MBR too, of course. The so-
lution is to blend the two. DBR research that appropriately inte-
grates MBR can sometimes solve the problem with strata-specific
effect estimates. But, because DBR in no way obviates the chal-
lenge posed by structural heterogeneity, DBR alone is hardly more
informative than MBR on its own. DBR does not automatically
overcome the inferential problems familiar in observational data,
even if hard-core randomistas often ignore the problem.

The third issue concerns how estimated effects may change
over time. Here too, DBR is as vulnerable to the problem as MBR.
Most interventions are brief, at most lasting a year or two, as in the
Special Feature papers. These teach us something, but require
cautious interpretation, in two distinct ways.

Onemust consider carefully not only the intervention duration—is
it one-off or sustained, and, if sustained, for how long?—but, perhaps
even more, the timescale necessary to discern whether the inter-
vention induced a measurable disruption. In sustainability science,
human and natural outcomes of interest commonly change at dif-
ferent time steps. Some slower-changing variables may only man-
ifest change over extended periods. For example, starting in 2009,
my colleagues and I undertook RCT-based evaluation of livestock
insurance interventions’ near-term impacts on household and

individual well-being and behaviors in the rangelands of northern
Kenya and southern Ethiopia (42, 43). We have only recently begun
to try to evaluate the insurance’s impacts on rangeland ecosystems,
because short-run weather fluctuations and slow change in land
cover suggested that ecosystem impacts would likely become
detectable on a much slower time scale than impacts on human
well-being (44). In complex, closely coupled systems, the slower-
changing state variables are sometimes the most interesting and
important ones but are easily missed in studies limited by short
funding cycles. Sustainability scientists must be especially attentive
to this temporal mismatch problem.

Moreover, one needs to think carefully about whether any
estimated near-term impact likely represents a nonstationary
(i.e., permanent) effect or whether it was merely a transitory, dis-
equilibrium disruption wherein the underlying system—and its
constituent subjects—will likely return to prior state in due time.
The evaluations of the Youth Opportunities Program in Uganda
offer a cautionary tale. A careful RCT-based evaluation found that
this cash grants and skills training program achieved excellent
results in boosting participants’ skilled employment and income
two and four years after intervention (45). Follow-up work by the
same authors, however, confirmed theory-based concerns that
these effects might not last; the gains had largely vanished after
nine years as the general equilibrium effects of the program ulti-
mately dwarfed the direct, partial equilibrium effects (46). In some
systems, the speed with which the balancing feedback within the
system returns it to initial state may extend inconveniently past the
end of a research project’s funding cycle. One can only interpret
the findings as a characterization of time-bound effects, which
may not last.

These time scale issues create an opportunity for sustainability
scientists, who tend to think hard about state and transition
models, and whether or not shocks are likely to transform rather
than merely transitorily perturb a system (47–51). Scant DBR in
the agricultural or health sciences, or in development economics,
studies the path dynamics of effects induced by a designed in-
tervention. Sustainability science may have a comparative ad-
vantage in developing DBR around system dynamics, about how
to identify whether an intervention persistently transformed the
underlying system state or merely perturbed it temporarily. But
keep in mind that most researchers cannot control the period
of observation, or the pace of system adaptation. Moreover, the
longer the time period of study, the greater the likelihood that the
DBR suffers from the second problem I discussed: confounding
imbalance caused by shocks ex post of assignment to control or
treatment.

Fourth and finally, DBR runs a risk of heterogeneous treatments,
a risk that is especially salient to sustainability science (6, 16, 33, 52).
Note that heterogeneous treatments are not the same as (struc-
turally) heterogeneous effects of a treatment, discussed previ-
ously. Rather, the issue is as follows. In a pure RCT, all treatment
group participants comply with their assignment. For example,
those given a placebo shot do not get the true vaccine, and vice
versa. The ITT then offers a direct estimate of the average treat-
ment effect (ATE) of the intervention, that is, the impact of treat-
ment on the treated population.

Often, however, the researcher has no control over the thing
one wants to change, for example, community monitoring in
these Special Feature papers. The feasible intervention is, instead,
encouragement intended to induce the intended behavior. The
Special Feature studies’ randomized encouragements to community
monitoring—technological aids, training for monitors, community
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discussion about the importance of CPR and the risks of overuse,
etc.—appropriately reflect the feasible tools a policy maker might
use to induce community monitoring. The ITT provides a useful,
unbiased estimate of the causal effects of these fully controllable
interventions. That is good DBR.

But, often, we also want to know the impact of the endoge-
nous explanatory variable—that is, community monitoring—not
just of the intervention instrument—for example, community
discussion. Here things get trickier because encouragement can
and does fail; and how it fails matters for credible inference.

If subjects either comply and do what they are encouraged to
do—monitor the CPR—or ignore the encouragement and do
nothing, then the binary endogenous response of compliance or
noncompliance causes attenuation bias in the ITT estimate rela-
tive to the true ATE (i.e., it is biased toward finding no effect). A
careful researcher then estimates the local ATE (LATE) by cor-
recting for the probability of compliance. If the randomized en-
couragement does not have any pathway to CPR impact other
than through the behavioral change one intended to induce, then
statistical correction for the probability of noncompliance yields
an unbiased LATE estimate. The Special Feature studies do this.
Problem seemingly solved.

A problem arises, however, if subjects do not ignore the en-
couragement and are indeed induced to change their behaviors,
just not all in the intended way. Now there are more than two
options: compliance or noncompliance. There suddenly exist
multiple candidate responses to the encouragement design. The
compliance problem morphs from binary to multinomial choice.
This problem originates in human subjects’ agency, and thus is
unavoidable. In principle, one could correct for the multinomial
choice to retrieve an unbiased LATE estimate. But researchers
rarely notice, much less correct for, unintended, multinomial be-
havioral responses in response to encouragement designs. The
Special Feature papers thoughtfully laid out theories of change
and tried to monitor each step along that pathway. But they un-
derstandably do not report searching for unintended behavioral
responses, nor make corrections for unmonitored, unintended
actions.

Subjects’ unmonitored, unintended behavioral response can
confound the LATE estimate. Let me explain with a teaching
metaphor. As any experienced lecturer well knows, what different
students learn from a single lecture to which they are each iden-
tically exposed varies dramatically among individuals, as will
the behavioral response that lecture induces in each student.
Information-based encouragement treatments are like students’
interpretations of and responses to a lecture. The treatment as
given by the experimenter is as homogeneous as the single lec-
ture a teacher gave to a set of students. Thus, the ITT estimate of
the treatment’s impacts retains the same statistical properties that
RCT champions celebrate. And that is a policy-relevant parameter
because it relates to the thing an external agent—a teacher, an
environmental NGO, a government agency—can control.

But the treatment as received by human subjects is almost
surely heterogeneous across subjects, perhaps especially so for
information treatments. Imagine natural science students experi-
mentally assigned to my economics course. Those in the control
condition all complete college without taking an economics course.
Those in the treatment group are all directed to take my course,
with the intention that they learn economics, and we can evaluate
the impact of economics training on natural science students. But
one treatment group student concludes, after hearing just my first
lecture, that economics—indeed, college education as a whole—is

silly. She drops out of college before completing the course, starts a
business, and becomes fabulously wealthy. Another treated stu-
dent flunks my class, and also fails to learn economics. Like the
other treated students, who all learned economics as intended, the
student who flunked enjoys no resulting gain in wealth. We have
two different types of unintended noncompliers in the treatment
condition, students who (for two different reasons) did not learn
economics despite receiving the treatment.

The ITT estimate from that RCT would correctly find that at-
tending my first lecture caused an average increase in wealth,
thanks entirely to the one student who did not comply, and in an
unintended and unexpected way. The point of the metaphor is
not the risk of outliers in small samples. Rather it is a caution that,
lacking a model-based mechanism, one cannot infer from the RCT
why attending my course increased students’ wealth. The ITT esti-
mate only tells us whether attending my course led to increased
wealth, not why, unless one has a credible LATE estimation strategy.

The problem is that few researchers or other readers of scientific
studies are satisfied with an ITT result without an explanation of the
accompanying mechanism. Inquisitive minds, like nature, abhor a
vacuum and typically cannot resist filling in the “why” blank left
by the ITT estimate. Many readers would inevitably misinterpret
the summary ITT estimate as a finding that learning college
economics—the intended endogenous behavioral change—makes
the average student wealthier. I refer to this as the “leap-of-faith”
estimate because it burdens the unbiased ITT estimate with an
added, untested belief that the encouragement treatment induced
the intended behavioral response. But the real mechanism leading
from treatment to impact is that my economics course induces
unintended and undesired behavioral responses that, perhaps
counterintuitively, generate the observed impact.

This silly example illustrates how subjects’ agency necessitates
care in interpreting findings from an RCT that aims to induce
behavioral change, just as it does in MBR inference, because
human agency is the handmaiden of statistical endogeneity. De-
signs based around induced behavioral change can only reliably
estimate the impact of the intervention as administered (the ITT
effect). One cannot assume a mechanism that drives that result.
Yet people routinely assume the intended mechanism of the en-
couragement design holds, and thus subtly transform the ITT
estimate into a much less credible leap-of-faith estimate. This is,
unfortunately, somewhat true of these Special Feature papers.

We know, from the Special Feature studies, that the harmonized
treatment induces a range of indicators of increased community
monitoring in treatment villages: more reporting, more villagers
indicating they were aware of reports, etc. These results suggest
that the intervention induced increased community monitoring.We
also know that there seems an average reduction in CPR use. The
authors acknowledge that individuals and communities endoge-
nously choose their responses: change their beliefs about the state
of the resource, the value of monitoring, how best to enforce use
restrictions, etc. The authors admirably outline theories of change
and tried to collect data along that whole causal path. That is far
more than most development economics RCTs do.

But it is exceedingly difficult to anticipate, measure, and con-
trol for all relevant induced behavioral changes. Thus the authors
impose on their impact estimates the plausible but untested prior
belief that the mechanism from encouragement to CPR impact
runs through increased community monitoring. That is, they turn
the unbiased ITT into a less credible leap-of-faith estimate based
on what is, in essence, observational evidence of the mechanism(s)
of impact. To be clear, I’m prepared to believe them for the same
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reasons I find many careful MBR studies’ empirical findings plausi-
ble. I subscribe to the late Ed Leamer’s famous caution that “[o]ne
should not jump to the conclusion that there is necessarily a sub-
stantive difference between drawing inferences from experimental
as opposed to nonexperimental data” (ref. 11, p. 31). Again, all
statistical inference relies on untestable assumptions, even RCTs.

In the agricultural and health sciences, leaps of faith are less
commonly necessary. A pharmaceutical or vaccine or seed or
fertilizer blend is identical (excepting manufacturing imperfec-
tions) as both given to and received by all treated subjects. But, to
paraphrase an old adage, there’s many a slip twixt giving and
receiving information. Even when the connection seems natural
between encouragement treatment and behavioral mechanism,
subtle confounders can disrupt the unobserved conversion from
the treatment as administered to that received. Those confounders
are often endogenous to a host of unobservable attributes of the
treated unit. This implies nonclassical measurement error in the
exogenous treatment variable. Such nonclassical measurement
errors are likely correlated with errors in the measured outcome,
leading to bias of unknown sign, and where correction of one
source of error can aggravate rather than reduce bias (53).
Unobservably heterogeneous behavioral response to encour-
agement thus reintroduces statistical endogeneity that the ran-
domized treatment set out to remove. DBR is still useful in these
settings but requires nuance and caution in interpretation.

Sustainability scientists need to remain alert to the lure of the
leap-of-faith estimate arising from the researcher’s difficulty antici-
pating all possible endogenous behavioral responses to treatment.
One must be careful not to substitute the intent of the treatment—
for example, to induce learning of college economics—for the ac-
tual, typically unobservable mechanism that governed the subtle
transition from the treatment administered to the information re-
ceived that actually induces behavioral response. Human research
subjects’ agency moves behavioral mechanisms beyond the re-
searcher’s control. Less control should induce more caution and
humility in inference.

One can still make inferences, subject to all the familiar ca-
veats, with respect to the impact of the intervention—ITT effect of
provision of the encouragement—on behavioral indicators, the
CPR state, and household well-being indicators. But we cannot
strictly interpret the ITT as describing the hypothesized behaviorally
mediated effect of treatment—that is, the externally induced im-
pact of greater community monitoring—without supplementing
with additional information: theory-based assumptions, beliefs
based on prior observations, ITT results from related variables, etc.
We may want to know the impact of community monitoring, and
authors may claim that is what they have estimated, but it is only
true subject to the veracity of untested beliefs concerning the un-
derlying impact mechanism(s). Their estimated “impact of com-
munity monitoring” is a leap-of-faith estimate. I am nonetheless
prepared to believe that the theory-based links in the theory of
change the authors map between their interventions and the
hypothesized mechanism, plus their ITT results on indicators of
community monitoring—reports filed, village awareness, etc.—
together reflect an actual mechanism. But I doubt that the inter-
ventions, as administered, had identical effects across treated
subjects and that the only mechanism to CPR state was through
community monitoring. With sufficient theory and carefully mea-
sured evidence to boost our confidence in the inference, the leap
of faith can be acceptable, just as it can be with inference based
on good observational data.

Sustainability science should embrace the potential of design-
based methods ably illustrated in this Special Feature while
remaining alert to their limitations and to key nuances of statistically
defensible interpretations. The statistical rigor of the tool under
ideal conditions can prompt overconfidence in users when the re-
alities of the field study compromise the purity of the ideal design.
And, in my experience, few research designs emerge unchanged
and unblemished from their encounter with real field conditions.
ITT effect estimates give us unbiased estimates of differences in
only subsample mean effects of the intervention and only over the
duration of the study, and only under the maintained hypothesis of
both ex ante and ex post balance across subsamples. Even then,
they cannot, on their own, tell us much about behavioral mecha-
nisms. LATE effects estimates are unbiased only under the addi-
tional strong assumption that the experimental treatment had a
direct and uniform effect on subjects’ endogenous behaviors and
that any estimated impact on the outcome of interest operated
solely through that intended encouragement channel. The upshot
is the need for greater appreciation of both the natural limits to DBR
inference and the opportunities DBR invites to think critically about
prospective confounders, to map theories of change, and to be
alert to unintended responses. Restrained, nuanced, cautious in-
terpretation might be watchwords as sustainability science enters
an exciting new chapter integrating DBR and MBR.

Pay More Attention to Ethical Issues
The international development, and now the sustainability sci-
ence, communities have wisely embraced DBR the way the agri-
cultural and health sciences have. Regrettably, we have been less
quick to commit similarly to scrupulous ethical guidelines for re-
sponsible DBR. The horrors of human research subjects’ mis-
treatment in the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, and other biomedical
trials before and since, led to the 1978 Belmont Report, which
articulated core ethical principles for researchers based in the
United States and has influenced human subjects protection
protocols worldwide (54).

Human subjects protections rest upon a subtle but profound
distinction. In contrast to the researcher who passively observes a
system under study—be it an organ in the human body or an
ecosystem—an experimental researcher actively, purposefully
disrupts that system. Her enhanced agency endows her with
greater opportunity to harm study subjects and therefore also
invests her with heightened ethical responsibilities for any injury
subjects suffer as a result of the intervention (34). Those greater
responsibilities manifest in the Belmont Report’s three bedrock
ethical principles: respect for persons, beneficence, and justice.
No informed consent or clever study design absolves activist re-
searchers of their responsibilities to do no harm and to compen-
sate for any injury incurred.

The most basic ethical obligation of all researchers is to do no
harm to subjects. Ethical concerns with some RCTs published in
high-profile economics journals drew attention but scant response
or corrective action (16, 32–34, 55–58). We need more serious
self-policing within the academy by institutional review boards,
professional associations, and journal editors and reviewers to
screen out and sanction ethically dubious behavior. That is espe-
cially true when well-meaning, well-resourced outsiders experiment
on poor communities less able to absorb, litigate, or even protest
the harms done by researchers.

The all-too-real risk of tangible harm done to subjects, whether
predictable or truly unforeseeable, also underscores the need for
ongoing, near−real-time monitoring and reporting—and quick
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correctives—for any adverse impacts caused by the intervention.
In the agricultural and health sciences, well-designed, ethically
defensible RCTs typically build in safeguards automatically. For
example, vaccine trial participants are monitored not only for in-
fection by the disease against which they have potentially just
been inoculated but also for any adverse health reactions. And
they are assured all necessary care in the event of an adverse
response. Similar monitoring and rapid correction for unintended
consequences seem uncommon in international development
and sustainability science RCTs. We could and should do more
to ensure accountability of interventionist researchers and their
sponsors.

In the context of the CPR community monitoring RCTs, for
example, what if an intended encouragement to monitor water
quality had induced, instead, the perverse response that a deranged
participant, angered to learn of rampant water overuse and con-
tamination by other community members, intentionally poisoned
the community water source? This admittedly far-fetched—but
unfortunately not unimaginable—outcome thankfully did not occur.
But were the experimenters prepared for such contingencies? The
common practice of analyzing data after an endline survey offers no
midstudy monitoring and reporting for corrective intervention, as is
commonplace in biomedical trials. We needmore active discussion
and promotion of best practices for monitoring and correction for
unintended adverse impacts and of experimenters’ responsibilities
for their subjects’ well-being. In sustainability science, such re-
sponsibilities may extend beyond human subjects to other sentient
beings and, prospectively, to abiotic conditionsmaterial to ecosystem
dynamics.

As system thinkers, sustainability scientists will, hopefully, be
more alert than development economists and agricultural scien-
tists to the need to monitor for unintended injury. The law of
unintended consequences and the close coupling of human and
natural systems have the joint effect that interventions intended to
advance one goal almost surely lead to an adverse effect some-
where else if one bothers to look; trade-offs abound (59). In the
restricted space of social and health sciences, there usually exists
a reasonably high likelihood that someone within the human
population under study notices and articulates concerns around
any adverse human impacts arising, so long as sanction-free
reporting mechanisms are implemented as required by most insti-
tutional review boards. But recognize that inanimate objects—for
example, groundwater chemistry and fault line stress—and many
animate ones in the system under study will not complain to the
experimenters or their supervisors. Design-based researchers ac-
tively manipulating a system must be especially broad and vigilant
in monitoring for unintended outcomes.

Because sustainability science always involves communities of
subjects and multiple objectives, sustainability scientists will,
hopefully, prove more alert than more narrow disciplinary re-
searchers to ethical issues arising from the social choice problem,
that is, the challenge of collective decision-making among alter-
native objectives and outcomes. We know, from Arrow’s paradox,
that there exists no reasonable algorithmic means of translating
individual preferences over multiple options into a collective
preference ordering (60). Trade-offs always exist among competing
legitimate goals.

Advancing rigorous scientific inference is an indisputably worthy
societal goal. But it is almost never the only, or even the dominant,
objective within the subject community. We may, therefore,
sometimes subordinate rigorous inference to other, higher-priority
aims. Consider the case of humanitarian allocations in response to

disasters. Do we want to know what works best to save lives and
relieve suffering at lowest cost? Of course! But the humanitarian
response community strongly favors using the imperfect knowl-
edge they possess about what works best to save lives, relieve
suffering, and defend human dignity in the face of anthropogenic
or natural disasters without relegating some subjects to a control
group designed to be deprived of disaster relief. Rather, re-
searchers rely on natural experiments and careful inference using
observational data or contextualized structural models to draw
defensible causal inferences as to what works best in humanitarian
response (61–63). Power imbalances too often let well-financed
foreign researchers with high-level connections run roughshod
over the legitimate, competing aspirations of subject communi-
ties. One good first step is for interventions to begin with com-
munity meetings to fully discuss the study and trade-offs it might
entail in treatment communities, and clearly expressed exit op-
tions subjects can exercise at any time, as seems to have been true
of the research in this Special Feature.

A key objective of randomization is to eliminate selection
mechanisms that might confound inference. But whether the ran-
domized allocation of the intervention is more or less ethically de-
fensible than nonrandomized alternative depends on contextual
details that determine the appropriate counterfactual allocation
mechanism(s) and outcome(s). Randomization might enhance pro-
cedural and distributive justice if scarce resources are otherwise
allocated based on systems of entrenched power and privilege, for
example. Alternatively, randomization might result in an unjust
process and outcome when the appropriate counterfactual relies
entirely on merit and on heterogeneity in expected returns, such
that randomization would grant undeserved standing and oppor-
tunity to meritless prospective recipients, violating the Pareto
principle.

Imagine, for example, that an RCT seeking to understand
whether provision of near−real-time remote sensing products
induces people to care more about a CPR and to monitor it more
closely. A reasonable randomization design would be random
assignment of literate community members into a control group
that receives nothing or to a monitor group sent color maps of
forest conditions on a weekly basis. But, without stratifying based
on subjects’ unobserved color blindness and assigning all color-
blind individuals to the control group, pure randomization would
generate attenuation bias by ignoring that no real-world selection
mechanism would ask color-blind persons to monitor complex
color maps. This purely hypothetical, but unfortunately realistic,
example illustrates that randomization is not always the best
research design.

Similarly, if the nonrandom allocation mechanism expressly
serves goals of distributive or restorative justice, then abandoning
those goals in favor of purportedly purer scientific findings may be
ethically problematic, reinforcing systemic inequities within subject
communities. Some nonrandom mechanisms are fundamentally
unjust; others expressly aim to restore justice. Randommechanisms
can, at best, stochastically disrupt fundamentally unjust structures.
Is it ethical to substitute the random for the nonrandom-but-just
selection method? Unfortunately, RCTs rarely start from an ex ante
ethical assessment of the likely nonrandom selection mechanisms
in the study context. Like more careful monitoring and correction
for adverse outcomes, ex ante qualitative research to establish
prevailing real-world allocation mechanisms seems an important
discussion as RCTs begin to permeate research on CPRs and other
social choice issues in sustainability science.
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The final ethical issue I raise concerns inclusive publication. Of
the 19 coauthors of the core seven papers in this Special Feature
that cover six developing countries, only one scholar has a primary
appointment and nationality outside a high-income country—and
that’s a faculty member at a major Chinese university. This is a
talented team, and describing its demographics in no way di-
minishes the quality of their work. But far more can and must be
done to engage locally based scholars in field research projects in
the Global South. Moreover, it seems unlikely that these studies
could have been completed so successfully without substantive
engagement by some local resident(s), the sort that satisfies the
widely used Contributor Roles Taxonomy standards for authorship
(64, 65). As a community, we have been far too extractive for
too long.

Broadening local researcher participation represents both a
special challenge and an unusual opportunity for large-scale,
multiyear field research projects. It’s an opportunity precisely
because design-based studies encourage collaboration and local
engagement. This emergent community in sustainability science
could spur more careful attention not just to causal identification
but also to inclusion. If ignored, the rise of DBR in sustainability
science could equally aggravate preexisting structural inequalities
because of the great expense that large-scale, multisite DBR
studies entail. Scholars connected to wealthy institutions in high-
and middle-income countries—and to major scientific journals
and networks—have enormous absolute and comparative ad-
vantage in meeting the minimum capital requirements to under-
take such work, and considerable professional power to impose
their terms on research collaborators. Too often, those terms
prove extractive to local subject and research communities. As a
community, we—myself very much included—must up our game
and hold ourselves, individually and collectively, to higher
standards of inclusion.

Inclusion matters not only for just treatment of contributors
from the Global South but also for research quality and impact.
Context matters enormously for learning about complex coupled
human−natural systems. And those of us at wealthy institutions in
the Global North typically understand far less about essential
contextual details than do counterparts, or even clever students,
more deeply embedded in those systems. We can do better
DBR—be more likely to identify prospective confounders arising
from unintended behavioral response mechanisms, uncontrolled

shocks ex post of subjects’ assignment to treatment arms, etc.—
by being more inclusive.

One of the most powerful ideas in economics—that there exist
gains from trade—requires diversity. No gains from trade exist
where all persons and organizations are perfect replicates of each
other. If the research community is to reap most of the potential
knowledge gains—and deliver to society most of the prospective
sustainable development impacts—from DBR in the field, we need
to better engage with researchers from and in the Global South.

Two Cheers
We should absolutely cheer the advances represented by this
Special Feature. But it falls a bit short of meriting three full-throated
cheers. The research team earns one robust cheer for modeling
how scholars can develop rigorous, multiscale, DBR strategies that
build explicitly on extant theory and prior observational evidence to
improve our understanding of key questions in sustainability sci-
ence. And raise a second cheer for the helpful, convincing empirical
evidence they generated on the impacts of outsiders’ efforts to
introduce new technologies to facilitate monitoring and to en-
courage communities to boost community monitoring of threat-
ened CPRs. The finding that outside interventions can effectively
encourage increased community monitoring and improvements in
CPR management is convincing, even if the authors overreach their
statistical evidence. But perhaps save the third cheer for studies that
more appropriately nuance their interpretations of the results
generated by encouragement designs, acknowledge the intrinsic
inferential limits of all empirical research, both DBR and MBR, and
more explicitly attend to the myriad ethical issues made more
prominent by interventionist DBR. I hope that sustainability scien-
tists will study these papers, build on the good examples they set,
and firm up their weaknesses so as to effectively employ DBR
methods—including but beyond just RCTs—to complement the
field’s solid MBR foundation.

Data Availability. There are no data underlying this work.
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